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INTRODUCTION 
This Victoria conference appears to have been the first held specific~y as 
a forum for combinator'~ matrix analysis. The initial proposal to hold R at 
h~e University of Victoria was informally made at the 1985 Johns Hop]d-s 
U-;,,~-~- Lecb]m Series when Pro|essor C. R. Johnson presented_ ten 
lectures on Combinatorial Aspects of Matrix Theory. The list of our invited 
speakers aRests to the growing significance and stature of this area of 
research. 
At the conference there were approximately sixty participants, including 
fourteen ~-~&~te .~_,~_den~° _The nine invited g r~e~ @~ch gave I -ha.r  ts|kg, 
and twenW-s~ participants presented 20-minute ~ntri-buted bdks. Speakers 
came h'otit ~stitutions in Canada, the U.S.A., Israel, Spain, The Netherlands, 
and Yugoslavia. An open-problem session was -also schedeIe~. Them was 
ample opportunity for informal exchange of ideas ~ro~Jghc~:t ~" "~ . . . . .  "!- 
at socL',~ functions held on the evenings of 21 a~d ~ May. Warm, sunny 
weather prevailed throughout the conference, which o~ned v~th two invited 
speakers in the evening of 20 May, and concluded at noon on 23 May. 
This report includes a list of an speakers and t~tlcs of thdr talks, ~oHowed 
by some of the open problems and synoposes of some p~rs  p~sented. The 
remainder of this special issue is devoted to refereed re.earth pau~r~ ba~c~ 
on talks presented at the conference. 
We t~s:, to thank the, N~mI  ~ e  a~ Engi~e,e~ng R~e~rch C~ndl  
of C°a~ for a c~f~ce  ~snt a~ t~ un iv~ of v~to~ (~n of 
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!nv~ed Ta~.~ 
A. B~~ 
R. Bau~.w 
D. C~so~ 
University of C~l~.fm~..~ ~nt~ Ba¢bm'a, ~,d Tech- 
~,omp~e~e~y positive matrices. 
gn~v~t~ ofWisconsin, Madison 
Some applications of doubly stochastic ma'urices. 
San Diego State Universit~j 
Nons in~ty  c_~teria for matrices involving com- 
binato~ considerations. 
D. ~tmO~TZ 
C Jo so. 
V. KLF~ 
H. Scm~mgs 
Techni~n, hTad 
The co.m.~nato~al structure of generalized nu~- 
spacm. 
Soskatchet~n 
Color tests and eigenvaiues. 
Clemson Univen'ity 
Combinatorial matrix analysis: An vnderview. 
Universi~l of Washington 
The even cycle mystery ~'-~ ~o -ol~Hve~ 
l rT__  , . . . . . .  _*Jr__ _ ~ '  f ' v _ / _ _ _ J _  unwer~ uy ~.~u~u 
Some suggestions for new directioa~ in combina- 
torial matrix analysis. 
Univen~i~ of Wisconsin, Madison 
ZM. and MM-ma~ces. 
(R. S. V~A,  gent State University, an invited speaker, was unfortunately 
unable to attend,) 
Con bute  Tal  
A coauthored paper ~ an asterisk beside the speaker's name; o~y the 
s~ker 's  ~at ion  ~ given. 
W. W. B , ~  ~~-m i~oung O~ve~sity, Pro~, [a~ah 
A (0,1)~mat~ related to the ~em~n 
H~ o~hesis. 
CON~NCE ~RT 3!3 
L. B. BF.~s~r 
R. Bnu* and M. N ~  
D. Cnouvmm~ 
B.L. CL~mm 
j. M. DAY" and B. ~o~ 
R. Gnom~ 
jo DONALD, J. ELWIN, 
and R. tt~c~s* 
S.K. ~ 
J. P. K~v~c~ 
Utah State Un~e~..~tg, Logan, UcaA 
IAnear opemto~ on ma~.  Lhe a~_ 
v~,~ o| .~k-k mat~ces 
Sufficient eonditiom for the existence 
of nonnegative Jordan b~es__o 
Logola College, Bal~mow, Mar¢la~d 
Block products of positive de~te  
lllaHlces. 
Uni~,r~j of Alberta, F_,dmonto~, AI- 
D -s~ty  an6 " .. . . . . .  '
San lose State Un i~~,  San lose, 
Cal~.fo~a 
v w - w a l a ~  
tured bound for growth in G~ussiaa 
San F~ego State U'ni~e~, San D~o,  
On the spectrum of, the Laphcian. 
San Diego State Uni,__~_ "tg, San Die~, 
Coli.fomm , 
The ~-han~e-support Oaeorem, inde- 
pendent sets, and bounds on the per- 
manent. 
Unirev~j of Ohio and Uni~~j  of 
Ca~;~~, San~ Barbara 
Reve~rder  propcr~ o of gener~ 
$pl i~gs of M-ma~iee~ and graph 
eompa~bfli~. 
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G. F~ and 
C. C.~ODSIL mad B. Moa,,~* 
A. I-IADJIDIMO$ and 
M. Nz~*  
r,=.,,.,,~ and S. Pnmcz* 
R. Btav.~a.m, V. PLF, SS,* 
J. 
R. R~m~ 
J. S. MA~F.~ and 
D. J. Rmns~m* 
J. ALOES, J. W. R LrOS, 
S. McCvLLOVOR, and 
L. Rov~a~* 
~~nl  [ r . i~ ,~t~ of Nova Scotia, 
~a~s~ax 
Combi.~o_to.~*~ opH._m, iTj._on prah|8nls in 
trace form. 
Simon_.. F.~__er University and Univer~ty 
E. Kocf Ljubljana, Yugoslav~.. 
Spectral measures and w#ik generating 
hmctiom of infim'te graphs. 
Universit~ of Connecticut, Storrs, 
Connecticut 
Domains d convergence and neighbor- 
hoods d dominant convergence for the 
SSOR method ~or ~" . . . . . . . . .  K/- I I I IRt l lC~. 
San Diego State University, San Diego, 
Y . . . . . . . . .  t ___  -1_  
~we~ ~ ~unm for pe~anents: 
University of E~inois at Chicago 
On the MacW~s equation. 
,~,,~,o,~ of California t Los Angeles 
The algebraic influence of labels. 
Towson Staie University, Towson, 
Maryland 
Cycle struct-~e of GM-matfices. 
Arizor~ State Lrniver~ty, Tempe, 
Arizona 
Positive definite matrices with a given 
sparsity pattern. 
Technion, Israel 
The uniqueness d Lyapunov scaling 
factors. 
Matching mb6~s,  their &riva~on 
and applications. 
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G. S~s~ 
J. L. STUART 
R. C. THOMPSON 
E. E. U~ro~woov 
D. $. WAY.mS* and L. Ex~s  
P. Lascasrm~ and Q. Y~* 
Un~er~ of Ca~_..~.~,,n., GronL~.~en, 
The Nethedand~ 
The ~ and eigenvalues of ma in~g-  
on_.~_~ p~.r~rh~ m~_~ces__. 
Nt~hem. l~,-.-_~.'.~ U m_'_t~rsit~, DeKa~, 
~ino~ 
Reducible ZM-and MM-matfices. 
University of Califi~a, Santa Barbara 
A formula invok~_.ng a p~uet  of ex- 
~nentials of matrices. 
Utah State Universi~, Logan, Utah 
On the e~.enee of ~func~on~ ~,ver~ 
by certain Boolean fimctio~. 
Washington S~a~e "' " "" " 
Washington 
On Butishauser's approach to se~~ 
lar flows. 
of caeca, cae  ., Alberta 
Inverse problem for q--~sdratic mauix 
polynomials. 
RESEARCH PROBLEMS PI~SENTED 
NOTE. These are in alphabetical order. Addres__~s appear as footnotes. 
PROBLEM 
by W~ W. BA_~ ~ 
The following p~blems are motivated by the matrL~ A~ which appears in 
the paper: "On the slzm~ml radius of a (0,1) matrix rehtod to Mc~cns's 
hm~don" in this issue, ff &e first column in flint matrix is moved to the end, 
it b~omes an upper Hessenbe~ (0,1) ma~x. There mR .on-I t,~hl~,,.v,~_,.~ 
nonzero) terms in the determinant of an n × n Hessenberg (0,1) nm~ix, so 
IDe l~n~ ~f Mathe~ B~ Young Un~-.~ Frov~, UT 8~02. 
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this is a t~,A~] up!mr botmd ~or ~e determina~t. The value 2 [n/z] can be 
_ _1_- . . . .  -1 1 - - . .~- . , . ,  - h..'.-.~. • ~,m ,,# ~.~ ~ .the 3 × 3 matrl.'~ 
° I 1 1 .  
QUESTIONS. 
(1) Find the maximmn rate of growth of ~h~ dctem'~inant of an n × n 
lower Hessenberg (0, i) matrix as a hmc~ion of n as n -o a~. 
(~) Suppose A has exactly • additional zeros in the lower Hessenberg 
part. What is the maximum of ~det A[ over this class? 
(3) How large must • be in order that max~iet A] < n? 
(4) ~ A i~ all hTe~uc~lc (0,1) ~atri~, find s sufficient condition so p(A), 
t.h~ s~~ r~dius of A, significantly dominates the other eigenvahes, e.g. a 
sufficient condition for ~et A I < p(A). 
PF~BLF~.M ~ 
by RICHARD A. BRUALDI 3 
Let B(n) denote the set of all n-by-n matrices of O's and l's. What is the 
algori~mic omp~,~ • of dete..~m..m~_L'n_g whe~er a matrix A in B(n) has the 
property that fls rows and columns can be mdependen~y vermuted to give a 
lower tr~mgular matrix? 
Co~s  oN THE PSOBLSM. Let P(n) denote the subset of B(n) 
consisting of those ma~ices with positive permanent. Then ~1,,~ ~o ~ .,,,1,. 
hernial a]gorithm to determine whether ~ matrix in F(n) has the ~ianguhr 
property above: (1) Use a max imu~tch ing  a~_~'.t!~m to de~em~in¢ a 
perfect ~tching in the bipa~te graph a~so~ted ~& A (since A has 
positive permanent, ~,~ch s perfect matching exists). C2) Use this pecfec~ 
~W~ng to perilune ~he nnvs and columns of A ¢o obtain a mat~z B with aU 
1'~ on ~¢s nu~n d~~.  Now A ha~ ~e ~9~,~.d~r property if and only if the 
ir~e~uci~ components of B (i~ the Frobeniu~ norms" ~,__,~" " ~r~ ~ 1-~y-~." 
~Th~ problem comes to me by way of H. S. W~. 
3Ma~e~cs  De~cnt ,  U~vcrstty cf Wi~s i~ M~dt~n, WJ~o~ 53706. 
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The irreducib|e components of B correspond to the strong components of ~e 
directed graph azzoeiat~d -~ ,,. ~ ~.~ .~ ~.~ine  the strong c~ponen~s 
pr~,~ • ff and ,,.~h, ff -~_~ ~f ~v~ -~.~.~-~ com~r~n~n~ h  ~xacflv one - -  ~ V ~  ~ , . ~  -".~ ~ ~.~ , (~  . . . . . . .  ¢ 
vertex. Since there is a polynomial a]gori_thra for e~ch of ~h_e above three 
~eps, there is a polynomial algorithm to determine Whether A ~ the 
triangular property,. 
PROB~M 
by R. A. BRUAi.~I ~ and G. SiERKSMA ~ 
Let X be a set and ~' a collection of subsets of X. The pair (X, ~') is 
called a convexity space or an aligned ~pace iH 
~,J~,P , -.- 
(~) ~' is ~t~ble for intersections, that is: if .~ c ~ is nonempty, ~c~ n~ 
(3) ~f is stable ~ r  updirected enjoin, ~that is: ff .~ c ~ is . . . . . .~t , ,  and 'L'Iv'm'a'v'~" ~" ~,ll~¢ ~'.,F' 
updirected, ~en U~ i.~ in ~'. 
The convex hull of a mb~et S of X is defined and denoted as ~'(S)ffi 
G{ A I A ~ ~ and S ~: A }. For the ~eory of convexity, spaces ee [2]. Let o 
be a nonnegative integer. The o-Helly number ho of (X, ~') is the infimum of 
all nonvegative integers k such that 
for each S c X and 151 ~ k + !. 
L3j For the Ca~th~dory, Radon, and ~xchange numbers we refer to r 
and [4]. We conskler a ~peci~| convexi~ space° Take X ffi f t , - -  
• ~ ~o~b|>" ~ '°~"~ and ~' = cony, the usual convexity on X, 
namely: S c X is convex ~ for each A~, A~ ¢ $ also ~A~ + ~A~ ¢ $ for 
real numbers ~ and ~ with 0 < X~, ~,~ aa~l ~.~ + ~ - L I~ follows ~tom a 
~heorem of Marcus and R~ (see [1, p. 51]) that the Car~h~ory  number i~ 
to n ~ - ~n + ~. Interpret ~e  abovemen~oned numbers for (fl~; o~.nv). 
4Ma~ema~cs D~-~ent,  Umve~|~ ofW~m,  M~n,  WL~onsin ~7~. 
v~ ~6~-~,~. , .~  vev~ ~-  ~.~ . 
Moreover, dete~c ~~mo(ext r  ft,)  for 0 ~< o ~ n~, ~erc  e~_.~_,_ fi ~ *~'o 
(n0 n) !mrmutat~on matriees. 
BF3~.,BF~CF.~ 
I A. l~rman and R. J. _~,~'anom, No~egat~ve Matrwes ~n the M~t~t ica l  
Sc~cea, Academic, 1979. 
2 M v~-~ de Ve~ I: Abs~ae~, Topolo~c~l, and Ur~o~ Conve~ S~'~'~rm, Report 
32.5, Vr~je Univ. ALmterdam, 1987. 
3 C. Sie~_.~aa~ Generali~tiom d Hellfs theorem, convexity and related combina- 
torial geometry (Norman, Okla., lO~0), in Leer. Notes in P~e arid Appl. Math. 
76, Dekker, 1982, pp. 173--192. 
4 C. Sierksma, R~o~p~ b~ween Ca~hb~iolT, Helly, Radon, and exchange 
nmnbers d convexity spaces, Nimw Arch. Wisk. (3) XXV:IIS-132 (1977). 
PROBLEM 
by DAVID CARI~ON e 
The Ballantme-Fisher-Fulier theorem [I, 2] states hhaL for a given n × n 
real or complex matrix A, ff all leading principal minors are nonzero, then 
~rc  c~ a OAago~ ~~ D .~r whP..h~ all eigenvalues of AD ~re =~ve 
and simple. Clearly it would be su.~ci~nt to assume that some "complete 
nested sequence °' of pl~ncilml minors be nonzero. Is this sufficient condition 
also necessary? If not, what is a NASC on nonzero principal minors for the 
~nc;miea ~,ated above to hold? For an answer to a re~ted question (the 
above wi~ "~t ive"  deleted) see [3]. 
BEFEBENCES 
I C. S. B~Une,  Stab~tioa by a diagonal matrix, ~ .  Amer. ~ath. Soc. 
25"7~-734 (1970). 
2 M.E. Fisher and A. T. Fn|lo~, On eh~ sh~bflizaUon of matrices and the conver- 
gence of linear itera~ve ~,mes ,  Ptoc. C ~  Philos. Soc. 54:415-425 
(1958). 
Mo~.. ~:F/-67 (1081). 
~De~ent  of Ma~en~Ucal Sciences, San Diego $to~e University, San Diego, CA 92182. 
Let V" denote the ~t  ~ 2" poin~ ~ ~"  wh~ ~_ooo~i,~tes are- ~ -~ 1 
and let C" denote the m~ltmensional eube whose vertex set is V". By an 
observation of Coxeter [1], the following two conditions are equivalent: 
(i) V" contains the vertex set d a regular n-simplex; 
(fi) there exists an Hadamard ma~_ ~ order n + i. 
These conditions are easily seen to imply 
Off) among the simpl/ce~ of maximum volume (~-mea.~are) _._.^-_^a ._ 
C", there is one that is rc~.  
~OSLm~. Does condition ('ill) imply (i) and (fi)? Doe.~ ~_ ~t Ie_~At imply 
that .  + 1 is 1, 2, or divisible by 4~ 
REFERF~ICE 
1 H.S.M. Cox~er, l~vg'-ul~- compound l:c1~opes in more than four dime~ons, 
L Math. and Phys. 12:334-345 (1933). 
PROBLEM 
by D. S. MEEK 8 
rows) ~ ' ~  1. ,~ " ~ ~"  ~-"~-~- - - '~  . . . . . .  me&cd ~or "" ~iunii"~.um ~_~J!~ avA~vnm  _lgglU J Lgg /~L Ig~A~anq. , '1~ 
two-point bound-va lue  p~ob]erm ~m rc ~ such ~st  the inf~ai~y no_~. of 
their inverse~ is asymptotically s ~|ynomial in n, the s~.e of ~e  matrix. A 
si.mp!c p.~cof c! ~ is desired. The ~afim'ty norm of the inverse is useful in the 
e,Tor analysis of the numerical ~olution ~o a two-point boundary-value prob- 
!~m []]. 
7De~ent  of Ma~ema~cs, U~ve~ty ofW~ "zln~on, Seattle, Washington 9819b. 
8De~ent  ~f Com~er Science, Univemity ofManitoba, Winnipeg, M~to~, Canada. 
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An example is probably the best way to illustrate the problem• _t~_t me 
n × n ma~ A De ~nn~ ~y 
A ~  
ar,,- 
I 30_ - 16 1 
I - 16 30 - 16 
i - 16 30 
I • 
0 
1 
• • 
• • • • 
1 -16  
o 1 
- 16 
30 
A ~.able of the ~mf ly  norm.s of A - t  (the maxhnum row sum of absolute 
values of A - t )  shows that iiA-tll~ is apparently a quadratic in n• The even 
and odd n-vaiues eem to be two separate cases, and only odd n are shown 
below: 
n IIA-tlloo 
7 0.63766 
9 1.00621 
II 1•45810 
13 1•99332 
The approximate formula for the infinity norm is 0.042[(n + 1)/2] 9. The 
same formtda works for even n if the integer part of (n + 1)/2 is taken before 
Another way to attack the problem is to look at the row sum of the i th 
row of the inverse matrix. ~he elements of the i th row of the inverse, B~, 
sa~_dy a ~e~n~ e~on of the type 
Rj_~- i6Rj_ 1 +30Rj - 16Rj+ l + Rj+9. --0, 
z ~ - 16z s ÷3)z  ~-  16z ÷ 1 = (z  - 1)'~(z ~-  14z  ÷ 1). 
It ap~ that ~e double zero ~ves ~c po l~on~ behavior ~d ~e 
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zero sturdier .hthan 1 makes it ~/mptotic. For some re~n,  the zero larger 
than | does not contribute. From numcrica[ ,,~,,o~ Lhe ~,~ o~ ~he ~ 
row of IIA-+.iI++ is asym~toUc~ linear in .. and is S , .  + c, f f i (o .~ i )m - 
0.0~+9-+)=0.042+(n-++1) .  The max/mum mw ~n occurs at row 
i f f i ( .  + ~)/9. and is o .~[ ( .  + ~)/~.]'-. 
Matrices which are slight variations of A also seem to F~ve infinity norms 
which are asymptotically quadratic, although it is a different quadrate for 
~h w~ation. Tabies for vL~tions of A follow. The first has ton row 
30, - 20,1 ,0 ,0 , . . . ,0  and bottom row 0,0,. . . ,  1, = ~,~,  and ~e s .~nd b~ 
top row 25, - 14..L0,...,0 and bottom row 0,0,...,1, - 14,25: 
ft 
~ty  norm of the inverse 
First matrix Second matrix 
9 1.28844 1.04978 
11 1.8U~3 1 ~no+ ; 
"" " "' QQ' 2.04978 
15 3.10900 2.67478 
What is wanted is a simple proof of the above behavior. We co~d then 
try to extend it to matrices of larger bandwidth ~d with more variation on 
the top and bottom rows. 
REFERENCE 
C. R. Fisher and R. A. Uan~i, P ro~ies  of some tridiagon~! matrices end their 
application to boundm3" value problems, S/AM I. Nu~.w:. Anal 6:127-1A-~q 
O909). 
PROBLEM 
by M. NEUMANN ~ 
Le.t A be an n × n essen~y nonnegative and. i_rr~ucfbie matrix. Let 
o(A) be the Perron root of A. Then Q = p(A) I -  A is a sm'~ and 
irreducible M-marx m'n.d, as is v+,-+P~ ~momm,, the e lemen~ divisors_ oi" Q 
- - . m . m - -1~ 
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generalized inve~e of Q, namely, Q#, e~, .  We ra~se here the que,~,tion f
cn~r~~,~ .... ~=~,  (sm~/a and ~r~duc~b/e) M-matrix too. 
In a paper by E. Deutseh and M. Neurnann [i], the connection t~ shown 
between the sign of the (~, ])th entry of Q# and the behavior (convexity or 
concavity) of the Perron root at A as a function of the (], i)th entry~ It is also 
shown there that Q# is an M-matrix when A is a 2 X 2 ma_tr~ or reek-! n x n 
matrix. 
HaZy ,  we mention that our question here was first ~ised in the article 
BEFF_~ENCES 
1 E. Deutsch and M. Neumann, Derivatives of the Perron root at an essentially 
nonneg~tive matrix and the group inverse ot an M-matrix, ). Ma~h. Anal. A~i. 
102:1-~ (1984). 
2 M. Nemnn,  G. Poole, and H. Weraer, Mor~ on matrix monotonicity, Linear 
Algebra Appl. ~8:~13--,k~ (1982). 
PROBLEM 
by D. D. OLESKY x° 
An n × n tea] matrix A - [ao] i~ an M-rnatrL~_ i_fa~i ~ 0 for ~|J ./~ ~ and 
Re X >i 0 for an ~ in the spectr~n of A. Given an n X n ~)mp|ex matrix 
_ iao i  ' 
We can ~,~ matl~ A an H-marx if M(A) is an M-matr~. The matr~ A is 
~ J  ~o ~dmit an LU factoriza~on if it can be written as A -- LU, where L is 
PaOBLEM. Dete~e necessary and sufficient ~)ncUtions such that an 
arbitrary H-matr~ ~a~ts an LU f~to~zation. 
]c~cp~ment of Computer Science, University of Victoria, Victoria, B.C. VSW 2Y$, 
CONFERENCE P~RT 3~3 
See [1] for some related iscussion. The a___~c~,ver to th~. problem cannot be 
pure|y combinatorial; consider 
1 1 O] 
A= -1  1 0 , 
0 -1  1 
wlfich does adr~t an LU factorization, although M(A) does not. See [2] for a 
~ o n  of ~is problem for M-matrices. 
REFERENCES 
I A.A. Ak~, ~. ]. Buoni, and D. D. Olesky, Stable LU f~-.~.o~,a of H-n' .a~, 
L~r,¢.~ Algebra A~r~l., ~:~ I!O (1988). 
2 R.S. Var~ and D.-Y. Cai, On the LU facto~on of M-matrices, Nun~r. Math. 
38:179--192 (1981). 
P~OBI.~M 
by D. D. OL~S__gY u and P. VAN DEN DB]ESSC~ ~ 
Consider a real matrix 
wi~ A ~ ~m×,~, m < n. Assume that Gamsian elimination v .~ no pivo~'ng 
(GE) can be l~dormed on M reducing A to Upper ~.angul~r form and C to 
zen). Dvno~¢ the n~uced matrix by 
U B'] 
0 D ' '  
• 6 e ~ ~ . . . . . . . .  _1 matrix ~s lom~Uon ~~onned at the ~th s~ep. There e~s~ aco~pon~- 
xx~~nt  of C~m~ter Science, Unive~ty of Victcri~ Vi~o~ B.C. VSW 2Y~, 
~2D~~t  of MatChmaker, Unive~i~ o~ Victoria, Victc~a, B.C. VSW ~Y~ Ca~..~. 
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ing matrix factorizat~on 
c o D' 
where L, U, and X are uniquely defined by the GE algorR~,, la  fact 
A = LU,  where L - [~..] is lower trianguhr "~th [, = 1 for ~ = 1, . . . ,  m. Note 
~...,.-g ,~ ~o ..^~.~,mJ:~. ~ho,,, ,~-  ~.A- :  ~n~ D '= D-CA-~B is the 
Schur complement  of A in M. 
(1) Assume that A is s in~.  Is there a generalized inverse A g of A 
.such that X = -CA g? When such a genera!Ll~ invc~ ¢_~-.~t~, what kind is 
it? Note that it then follows that D'ffi D-CAgB, a gene~ Scbur 
complement. 
(2) ~ ~ ~ ~ -  ~ of (1), what conditions on m~'u~ A give 
D' -  D-  ~A +..,~ where A + is the (unique) Moore~Penrose inverse of A? 
(3) When A is nonsingul~ and A ffi LU .with 1, = 1, then conbinatorial 
circumstances (using path condRiom in the ~m~_ph ~. A) e~ ~-: c~--  ~ ~ ~ 
I L~ er  --- - : " 
CA-~B; see [1]. If A is singular and ad~ts an LU hctorization v~th l , - -  1 
for ~ = 1,.. m, is ~- .... ~. .~,~uon for the preservation of an 
enu-T in ~' " " me :~nuce~ matrix of M? 
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PROBLEM 
by BF_~d~,~D STUP~~LS ;3 
Two zeal { n - d )× d-ma~ces,  n > d >11, A and B are equivalent if the 
[ - ]  - • ~ .  si~3s of all ~ . - l  subdetenninants agree. In other word~% A-~ kff for 
K - 1, . . . ,  mm{ d, n - a }, SP{ A g A) - SP(A r ."  •.- where ~ ~ ~ A d~notc~ the 
K_th c~nd nm~x and SP ~~s the s~gn ~em to a matrix. 
!3~U~e for M~ema~cs and i~ App~caUcns, Umversi~ of M~e~ta, ~ . . . . . .  ~-'- ~'~" 
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Are the equivalence classes [A]-- { BIB ..- A ) connected subsets in the 
us~ topology induced from ~(.-d)a? What can be said about higher 
homotopy groups? 
The answer to the first q~mstion ~ known to be yes for d ~ $ and for 
d ffi 3, n ~< 8 [3]. This problem, which is usually refexxed to as ¢sot~p~ 
con]ectu¢~ for ~ matm~ [i, "~], was suggested originally by Binge| [4] 
in a geometric question about line arrangements. 
No~ added: Very" recently N. White, University of Florida, obtained a 
counterexarnple to ~e general isotopy conjecture with d ffi ~ and n = 42. ~e  
~roblem remains open in the important generic ase w'nere no zero occurs in 
the above dgn patterns. 
I J. Bokowski and B. Stunnfels, On ~h._e coo~n~.qzation of oriented nmtroids, 
Dtsc¢~ C,,..-w~,vat. C-*.~mo ! .~~?~ (!988_). 
S j. ~. C, eedman and A. Pollt& in I,m of l~roblems, ~ 'a~a~~ht  Obea~fach, 
~a~ rd~ Komb~na~he ~ ,  Sept. !~ .  
3 J. Richter end B. Stmmfeh, ~m ,,,~ t~ogy  and gec ,~c  ~rc ,~c~n of 
oriented mat~,ds and convex polytopes, in pre~tion.  
4 C. PJingeL Tc£-.m~..n a~ _m~ne dur~ C~Jaden ~ to l r~~e Geraden, M~h. 
Z. 84:79-10'2 (1958). 
by E. E. UNDEBWOOD ~ 
In Boolean ,-... 
a collection of four elements of ~4, which axe detemdned by selecting 
exactly one dement from each mw and column d the 4-vadabie ~aug~ 
map. What would be a reason~13 gener~|iTation fora diagonal set in Boolean 
t,~ ~. A '@ 1~#'J. tJ-m~ItJ 
A c~u~o~ s~-op~_~ h~s an ~terisk ~dc  ~ s-~.~er's n,~.e~ 
No~.  In ~~Ucd order oy ~4~ker. Ad~~s app--,- as f~P,,ot~. 
1.4 -  
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Suff/cJo.nt Conditions for the Existence of NonnegatJve Jordan Bases 
TT  ~K R. BRU ~s' ~o and M. NE~MA_hIN -~ 
The we'fl-imown result of the Permn-Fmbenius theory that cogresponding 
. . . . . .  ~"'- " - matrix A, A has a nonnegatJve tO the ~e~n ~x~t p of a uuuu~e uv~  ^  0. 
e~genveetor has, in. the p~_~ 3 ye~ss, been put in a much better peeve  
~ ~e -~- -~ of ~-  ~ 'eb ,~ ~ the en ,~ ge~- -~ c-.'ge-~,--cmee E of A 
corresponding to p. In a recent paper Schneider (1986) surveys many of t.b~_ 
major results in this area and describes some of their properties. While the 
combinatoria~ pro.t~erties of A determine me:'7 aspects of the struct-th~  "~"um 
eige~pa~, Sehneide.,, m k~ping with ~ ~,~er papers on this subject, is at 
pains to stress and iI ius~te that the ~mbinatodal pmpe~e~ of A _are_ in 
themselves ~~ie ient  to determine omp!~ely the struetm~ of E. 
Of particular interest o us Jn this paper is the question of when E has a 
~---~-- ~-~ "~ no~~ve v~~.  In P~ebm~ and Schneider (1978) the J V ~ l , ~  Ik#~l~M,  ~ J~-  v v v ~ .  
authors tudy the relationship betw~n m~ ~ ~  ~aph of A and the Weyr 
tire jordan basis if and only ff the vector d levels d the s in~ graph is 
eq~] to the Weyr char~-'ter~dcs. I~ c~..~a, , ,  a o~,m ~h~ o,,~hor ~nows, hv 
means  o f  an  e~np|e ,  "' ~t  k~ow|c~dge of the singu~ gm~ al_o~e is ins-~- 
cient to determine the jordan s~-u~ct-~e of E ~d L__.~ucu~ ",  dcte~--~-~c wh~th~r. ~___  
~,z~ ...___ a ..,,~,u,.~---'---'','~" ..... ~jond~nv.__, basis._ We ~est  here a _~~ t~ -~:~"h" to. ~h~.__ 
singular graph in which we progr~i-~Ff eliminate chains Lmm thee ~o~_~h 
which do not ~ a common vertex. If, at the end of this process, a]] vertices 
of the ~h have been deleted, we ~ ~ proc¢~ a cw~-~ng ~g~,  i'~.c 
~ap~ ~ieh  have a covering strategy ar~ ~.~.~ well ~.~ured. For 
example, a rooted graph is well strutt ing, ff a certain ~t  of v~to~ wh_ich ts 
generated by this eliminanon process is ~eady  '~  . . . .  -~^-~ 
(in our first main theorem) that E has a nonnegative Jordan ~ We ~hew 
that these conditions com~ dose to -~""~"~o-~ -  ~J~.~ ~n~-~cLe~an 
|or E to have a nonnegative ~o~ ba~_s, a_nd, ~_n~ we have ~'.md no 
counterexamp|e, weconjecture h~g_ ~ey do. 
Among the major contributions to o~ ~u~-.-.~q~m Jding of the s tmc~e of E 
which Schneider (19~.) -_m'v~.v-~. --- . . . . . . . . . . .  a~. fhc~s~ dueto Rothbium (i975"~.. Rothb|um 
"leThe n~earch  o~ this author  was  suppor ted  in  pa~ by  "~ . . . .  " - - ' -  -'~ '~ '" ° ~ '~o- - - '~  
CO...~'~.ENC~ R ~.~SI~.T ,~  
shows that, corresponding to every verte~ (viz. b~_~s dins) in the singular 
Bothblem vector, ~ that ~e collection of such vectors corresponding to ~i 
ver~ces forms a basis for E, which we shall refer ~ as a Rothblum bmis. In 
the presence of the con&flora of our first main theorem we generate a 
nonnegative Jordan basis for E such t i~  the generalized eigenveetor of 
highest lcvd in each Jordan chain is a Rothblmn vector. This quite naturally 
leads us to ask when there exists a Ro~biura ~ for E ~ ich  is ~ 
(nonneg~ve) Jo~n ' - - -_ ~ -  We show in our second main theorem that this 
i I  11_  
aapp~m waen aad or, b" when ~c  -~~-  ~'---'^'-"-- " • 
• , 
The. authors would like. to tlmnk the r~~ and Pfofe.mn" l'la,._s Schneider 
for helpful comments on the full version of the papm', which will_ be 
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Growth in Gauss~a Elimination t7
by JANE M. DAY ts and BPJJ~ FETERSON xs 
i. l-ntrodtw-, ~-,. 
is a summLry of a paper which win appear in the Ame~an 
_.,_,_~gi,~,,~u_-~_~ n,_~,n:~. g~, ,  refegences and two new ones brought o our 
made by J. H. Wilkinson during some of his e~y work in numer~c~] amdysL~. 
l~  Jose State University, San Jose, CA gSl~. 
~_~o r~ r. r~ r, ewv a ~ p V~2q n~l~l DB|E.q~qCHE 
• l i P ,  ~ *  U . Ik ,a&.~k, lM~& ,¢s J . " sa ,~ • , .  - .~ . . - .  . . . . . . . . . . .  
We discuss the origin of the problem and pro~,ess on it, ~xtend known 
results, interpret he conjecture hi various ways, and also provide examples 
that apparently ~--~---" ucsu~y a phusible and hvquent hypothesis about it and raise 
some ~,~e~gdng ew questions. 
Let ,~ ffi [aOJ be an n × n mv~,uble matrix, and reduce A to upper 
t rhng~ form by Gausdan e"hnfination with some pivoting strategy. Let 
A(k- 1)  m_ 
0 
0 
0 
io 
a(0) . ,~(o) 12 " " ~ ln  
• • • • • 
o " at, - • 
• • • • 
0 " O~k ~ " --nnn(k-- 1)  
denote the matrix obtained after the first k-  1 pivot steps. A diogonal entry 
of the final matrix A ('~-~) will be called a p/~ot. De~e 
g(A)  = 
"--(~)1 maxl , ,~- .  
i ,],k 
n?.~i%i 
and call g(A) the . . . . . .  " '  gn~,~,~ associated--'~*~" ~e "~.,,-~,',,,. The en'~,.-" bo_und 
which Wilkinson (1961, 1965) found ior a computed solution to Ax ffi b 
invdves g(A'}, and thin L. " m,.L'~j_m, i ze . ,~ so~agb~ to g(A) and establish an upper 
bound for it. 
Caussian dimina~n with complete pit, o~ (GECP) is the algorithm 
which permutes the last n - k rows and columns if necessazT m th~ the kth 
pivot has maximum magnitude possible (and is h~e first such entry |ound). 
~en GECP is done. g(A) win always occur at some pivot position, and 
Wilkinson obserw~] that this pivoting s~ategy appears to minimize g(A) 
most effectively. 
Wi~,kinsc~'s conjecture is that g(n) ~ n for all n, ,:-here g(n) = 
m~[ ~C A ~!/, ~-~ n X n r~sl matrix reduced by GECP}. " . . . .  g ,   '% - - -  / . . . . .  _ 
Suppose henceforth that ~ m~s are re~ as weu as . . , ,~nw~. .uu~,  
W~.h~-.'m [1.(~. ~ 1070~ showed that the conjecture in ~alse ff A is ~u~=,,-" ..... .1 ,.. 
have comp|ex entries. It is aLso true that g(n) is at least n whenever an n × n 
~ - ~  ma~ exists. These facts give insight into why the conjectured 
~ ~  seems so diff icult to subst~t~te ,  even br  small n or spec~l  matr:,ces. 
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2. The gnoum Upper 8oung_~ 
~e b,:-~t gener~ up~r  bovmd for g(n) ]mown is due to Wilkinson (1961): 
g(n)  ~ (n Xg-XS~-  .. - . .  ~ n x/('-~)~'I/g 
This h~,m~ L~ ._L, _ conj~.t'o~-~  but much less than the . . . .  rouen~ger  than his ,,,
growth of 2 "-z which can occur when o.-;,y p~_~a__! pivoting is done. We 
discuss his method of proof and why that approach cannot yield a c~nsider- 
11 11 amy be~er ~d.  
Cryer ( i~) ,  "='-'--- ,,n,.*.,_~ 
proved that gO)ffi 2 .~ ~nd g(4)=4, and Tomheim also showed that 
g(5) ~< 4g  Their algebraic methods would be vrohibitively tedious for large 
~ " ~0 ° v ~ - 
no So f~ as we know, the value of g(n) has not been shown to be bounded 
by n for any single value d ~ greater ~-~ ~. We ~ m_'_.a" own p~f  that 
g(3) : 2.25, which ~ geometry to make various cases and inequalities 
easier to see. Unfor~,dnately, ~ gw~me~c viewpoint does not appear 
adaptable to hrger n either. 
3. A~t ive  Fonm~ of GECP and ~ Gn~th Conjectuw 
Let A(iz... i~[jx.., j~) denote the determ t of the p × p submatr~ of 
A obtained from the intersection of rows il,..., i, with columns j r . . . ,  j~. 
~*~- -- the ~--~ ""J'~'-- ' "~" : ~ ..m~ ,.r,,k,-.,~..,.-+ < . For .q,,,,u~.;~ 
of notation in ~.e .~o!]o~mg |ormuh, ass-rae that_ ~e rows and ea3,_m~.ns o~
have been armaged so t l~  no exchanges will be done during G~CP- ~_e_,, ,_'~_ 
is ~e  ,.t_,,tm, , ~en 1 ~< p < n, 
A(1 . . .  1~11... p j )  
a(P) -- for all i, j > p. 
~'X-  •" * P ] 
Thus a~- l )  is the reciprocal of an entry of the inve.-~ of the k × k |~g 
principal submatrix of A; in particular, a(,", - s) L~ th~_e reciprocal of an ep:.~ry of 
A- I  
The above expression for a{.k. ) shows that GECF ~n be Jnterpret~ in e; 
either of the fo~|owing ' ays: 
(i) .'~Jter the (k -  1)st pivot step, choose the kth row and co|tunn from 
. . . . .  - - r~.._.e. Q~.~_rH gLU. .~LUg ~r,,-l. J .  • • .  ~ ? . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
those remaining so that the ~ete~t  A~)((E + 1)... n) o~ ~he still ~nre- 
duced sebm~L~ after the kth pivot step has m~n~um ~gni~de. 
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We also state geome~c interpretations of GECP analogous to (1) and (2). 
' "' denote its For k<n and .~<i~<- . "  <~, let i ;< i~<- . .  <~._~ 
ordered complement from {L~,..., n }. We ,~,~,~ ~ ... .  "1 ~'ou.~ fo~o,,.~g ~d~n~ 
. -  ~ 11 . ' i  ~ __1  quite use~;  recenuy we ~eameu that it ~a .~al!ned ]acobi's identi~ 
[see Bruald~ and Schneider (1983)]: 
( - -1)  m~{z, ~, .li~ ", 
=  etA 
where m = 2,., t~, ~- 1,). 
Let B[p] denote the fina~ prinelpal p X p submatrix of a ma~:_~_ B. 
jac~)bi's identity imp'ties that the unredueed s-a-bmatrix of "'~' ""~'" a,",, ~ ' tn -  k], 
the ~nve=.e of the eabmatrix of A - t  in the same ~.'t ion, 
(A- t [  n -  k ] ) - t  This in itself is interesting, and it yields another equivalent 
formulation of GECP: 
(3) After the (k -  1)st pivot step, arrange the remaining n -  k rows and 
colmnm so as to n -~-dze  the ma~d~de ot ~e deterreD.ant of A - t in  .. 
~ndd~. th~ On~iT~-|arg~r m~tri~ A- t [n  -- k + l]. 
4. Ma~ces  with Mutually Orthogonal and_ E aual-Length Rows 
An n × n Hadama~ matrix is one __having a 0 ffi d: 1 for all i, j and 
mutually o~thogonal rows; i.e., AAtffi h i .  -" " . . . . .  -" ~---- 1 I lese ~e oz mter~t n~ ~~?~ 
(n-x) must be + n, as Cryer observed in ( ]~. .  Thus g(A) ~ n for ~Jch A. ann 
Cryer also showed that the two pivots preceding the last must each be 
± n/2. Using jaco'bi's identity axld ~he fact that A-l---(1/n)A t, we show 
that the |ourth, f i f~ and ~ from last pivots of a Hadamard matrix 
reduced by GECP cmmot have nmgnitede greater than n~ It seems very 
unlikely t~t  any still ee~er pivot produced by GECP could exceed n, but 
Lho..t ~*.as not ~n proved yet~ 
Wi~inson's conjec~e has a spvcia] me~aLug when A is Hadamard: 
g(A) = n if and only if the rows ~,~ colunms of A can be arranged so 
that ec~ entry in the inverse of 6~ final principal submatr~ of A, 
(A [n -  k])-l, has magnitude l~s than or equal to 1. This is true because 
A{k [n- - n (A ' [n  - k]) 
Can ~ch A nonnal~r~d o~..~.o~,mal (NO). Let c(n) ffi max{ c(A)IA an n × n 
NO matrix}. For n ~ 4, it h~ been proved that g(n)= c(n) and the~ occur 
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in the same NO matrices. When A is Hadam~d, " " '  ~t~ --- n and all evidence 
suggests that g(A) ~"~a~ n "~- for ~,,~h A. Th~ it seems p~.~.b]e "
g(n) ~ in an NO matrix for every n and that g (n)= ~ ~ ~,,-,o,,~- 
exter~ve numerical investigations by us and e~.-~ (as we ]earned recently) by 
Pusc~ and Cortes (1983) indicate that g(n) > ¢(n) for n ffi 5 and 7. it is 
~b,al ly ~ to show g(n)>_, c(n): for let A be n x n, _~ NO, and saUsfy 
c(A)ffic(n). Then A-~ffi[I/c(A)]A e, and a(,~, -~) is the reciprocal of some 
entry of A -  ], so [a(~, - t)[ >t c(A). 
~hmann and Cort~ employed a different nonlinear optin~ation 
padmge than we and formulated a problem which appears diffe~nt at ~ 
from maximizing c(n) but is easily seen to be equivalent, as we show now. 
For a~y m~-L~Lx A, define w(A) ~ be ~e (mual Eta]ida_n) length of the 
shom~ coi,,_~.m of .4.. ~t  w(n) = max{ w(A)iA an n × n ma~ with 
max ia,,i = 1 ~d n~,~__~lly orthogonal columns, not necessarily the same 
Puschmann and Cortes seek to calculate w(n), ~_,_~_~-a ~ ~ ~nn~ ~h;~ v  
~gaex  pmb~a.  To ~ that c(n) actually equals w(n)~, let A' be a maWrx 
with mutua~y orthogonal columns, ~..~[a,.! ffi1, and w(A3 = ""~- ~ ,~t,.y. Clearly 
c(n) g w(n)~. Scale do:vn the columns of .~' to get A" having all columns of 
length, w(A). Since ,4" has or thogo~ m,~~-" . . . . .  ~d  w(A") = w(n), A" must 
h~_ve ! ~ ~um-magn i tude  entry [else w(A") is not ~r~~ because A" 
~d be scaled up]. Then A" i~ NO and c(n) ~ c(A '~) ffi w(n)~. 
Ob~we _that determination of c(n) for general n is at least a~ haxi as 
determining those n for which a Hadamard matrix exi~t~, ~d ~ ~ " 
proved a remarkably difficLdt question since Hadamard asked it in (1893). 
~,_ ..... - _1 I,-~L_J. __.I E~/e~ 
We employed the nonlinear optimization package re, SoL written by Gill 
Murray, Sannders, and Wright (1983) to investigate .t..~ ....t ~ , . ,  ~ . . g(n) for 
4 ~< n ~< 7. Fo~ each t~,e t~,~~ and etw.h n, we made dozes of ~-~ns. On 
each mna random matrix was generated and modified appropriately tobe- an 
initial feasible solution. For n ffi 4 we always saw c(4)ffi g(4)ffi 4 in a Hada- 
mard matrix as expected. 
Cal -culations of c(n) were very stable, and essentially the same matrices 
and values were report~ on all rims: c(5)ffi 121/36-  3.36, c(6)ffi 5, and 
c(7) - (184 - 35¢r7)/18 ~ 5.0TF/1. Note that if this value o.~ c(5) is correct, 
it has the (geometrieaiiy) surprising conse~aea¢~ " . . . . .  ,~  ~..,A- 
Cre"clarion d g(6) was also 6~l~,  yi~]d~g g(6)ffi 5 iv. essen~a]]y the 
same matrix that gave c(6)- 5. However, when n ffi 5 and 7 many different- 
loold_~ op~n~mn matrices trod a variet'.• of valu~ t^. ~ A ~ _ ~ aua  f , s  ca ,  We/e  reDO~ed.  
for g(A) when n ffi 5 and 7. 
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order to have a suitable objective function for the growth calcuhtions, 
we proved that , .~.~ ~ ~  = ~,,,~,,('~- t)/a~°)[ is smooth and ac~eves a maximum value 
~hiG~ is g(~) when the do~a~- d h(A) is smU~_iy restricted, l~m g(n) 
exists, and while it is not known that it can ordy occur at the last pivot, it can 
be found there. 
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EIGENVALUES AND EIGENVECTORS OF THE LAP~CIAN 
by ROBERT CRONE 19 
Let G be a nondirected graph on vertices { vv... ,  v, }. We will assume 
that G is simple (no |oops o~_ ~ mul~ple dges). _The o~jo~cy  n~x of C is 
l°Depa~ment of Ma~ema~cal Sciences, San ~ego State University, San Diego, California 
~182. 
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the synnnetr~c f~by-n matrix A defined by 
i 
aoffi +0 
tf an edge of 
otherwise. 
Let D be the n-by-n d iago~ matrix with i th diagonal entry equal to the 
degree of vertex v+. Then the La~lacian matrix of G is L = D-  A, also 
c~ed the ma.~.'.x of  admL~nce. 
Though the adiacency matrix A is perhaps more commonly msocf~ted 
with the graph G, the Laphcian matrix has a long history as well, going back 
at least to Kirchoff. For an excellent reference on slgebraic m-aph theory see 
[1]. The following theorem contains ome well-known properties d L. 
graph G as pfevioudy described. Then: 
O) L is r~sitit~ sem~nae smmetnc. 
(fi) L is s~_ lar. 
(iii) (MaWa-trm theorem) For an+ i, j ffi 1 , . . . , . ,  i f  L(+l]) is the (n - i~ 
by- (n -  1) submatrix of L obtained by deleting row i and cohnnn j, the~. 
- 1)++ldet L(iI~) equa/s tb,~ nuw~er ofspamning (sub)~ of G, re~err'd 
to ~s the ~ " 
It s_h_o, dd b.  m~.nti_'oned that Theo~m 1 also holds ~o_~ _u3~-~d  ~:~~s 
mdtigraphs. 
q,. , , ,m~ ~h,~ ),_ ~ ). ~ . . .  >~ X = O a~ th~ eigenvalues of L. We follow 
~', ,~I t . , , i t . . , , , ' , . - , , . , ,~ . . . .  £ ~ - -p . . . ,  r,-..-- + ' '  " - r l  . -  . . . . . . . . .  
Fiedier [2] and re[er to ~._ + as the a~ebraie cxmrmiit,'i~ of ~, mo we m+ 
a(G)  to denote 2k,_ t. The following theorem gives some elementary proper- 
ties d a( G ). 
T_-+++_momv~ 2 [2]. Suppose a(G) is the algebraic omw, c~+ of G. Then: 
(i) 0 ~< a(G)  ~< n. 
(ii) a (G)= 0 iff G is not connected. 
(th3 a(G)= n iff G = K., where g .  is the complete graph on 
¢ .~  . ,  I 
I. + ' I - ' " "  -"'n j" 
(iv) I f  G + K., +l-+n a(G) < v(G) < e(G), where v(G) is +he ~e~e~ 
" , .u"  a.+ • ccm.~'~,~ v of G aPd ~lr~ ;.,.+ s is the ~dge ,"'+'".',,,,o,"~,,',+~,,,, *¢  r_ 
.+, ten, i+ower+ emmmines the second ........ " ..... + ";"" 
~Jgb-J- y a~ogo~ to a(G). in [6] the authors e~e spee~] properties of 
+,he pencil generated by D mud A. 
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Suppose that L is the Laplaeian of G and that a ffi a(G). Fiedler [4] 
refers to the eigenveetors corresponding to L and a as characferisac vai- 
ua~.  Notice that While L depends on the hbe'ring of vertices, the 
characte.~_c valuations do not. We wfl| use f to denote a ch~cto~c 
vahmtion. Charaete~e valuations are also used in ob~g mine __resd__ts in 
[8]. 
A graph T is a ~re~ ff it is connected and contains no loops, or 
equivalently A(T) is ~uc ib le  and acydie. The following is known. 
TmgonFax~ 3 [4, 7]. Suppme L ffi L(T) and a = a(T), where T is a tree. 
Then exactly one of  the follcnoing cases occurs concerning cha~t~,'.. '~ 
valuation: 
Case 1. There ex:a~s a unique dnaraeteristic vertex w of  T such t_ha_..'. 
f(  w ) = 0 for. an9 charact~ valuation __f. Moreover, the values o f f  along~ 
any path originating at w will be either strictl~ n'~e~.~._-or,.~ .~  ~a; ,~ -zero. 
Case 2. There exists a chamc~ valuation f with no rumzem compo- 
nents. In this case a is a .simple d~t~lue .  Furthemww there is a unique 
characteristic edge { u, w } of  T .such that f(  u ) < 0 < f( w ). Moreover, the 
values o f f  along any path which begins at u (at w) and ~ r,~t con~in w 
( u ) tall be strictly dmrming (increasing). 
Merris refers to trees which satisfy the first -case in- ~.a~J~:..~ . . . .  -- q ~ ,v~,e"- 1
[7]. In [5] the authors examine the structure of characterize v~mtions of 
typo-I trees. Suppose that T is a type-1 tree with algebraic onneetivity a 
._.3 ..h...,,~,~,q~,, ,,~,,,~ ,,_ 1 ~.r Tw denote the ~h obtained by deleting 
vertex w and ali edges incident with w. Let " " -~' .... ~- ~p'"~ ~d tz©uot~ the co~ii~- 
nents ~ T~, which we shall refer to as branches. Note that d - degree(w). A
branch B is pas~ if every c|mcacter~-tic-.-L..,~.._v~tmum. Is" zero ,,,-"~ B. C~,.he..,~.'..,~  
B is active. Let L~ denote the (n -  1)-by-(n- 1) pnncipal sub_m_.._a~ oF L 
obtained by deleting the row and column corresponding to w. 
TnEo~ 4 [5]. Suppose that T is a type~l iree wiih charac~,'isfic verd,~ 
w and a~ahra~ connec~vi@ a. SUPPle also that T w has k active branches. 
Then k equa~ t..he mul~_plicity of  a as an eigenvalue %eL._,, which is 1 lager 
than the mu~plicity of  a as an agenvalue of  L. 
The proof of Th~rem 4 involves the idea of "rc~ting °' each of the 
branches B~ at the unique vei~t~ hi B~ ---~-"wmeh ~- is ~,j~.~u,-'~" .... • ~",,, w (m T). 
• ~T..,,~ ~,~,,~-~ ..... .,~,~,~'k the ~oHowing (vague) ~gges~ons. It seems that the 
c~haraete~tic vertex of a ~ I  tree is "in the middle" of the ~raph~ but is 
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not eqj,a~ to other centrally located points such as the "center" or "eentroid." 
A sindlar phenomenon ~.,_rs ~ar the characteristic edge n~ ~ .,~-~ 2
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~h_.ow that in the ab~nce of structural ~es~ctiom on the ~. .~,  ~ p~__'tive 
integer values arise [10]. Here we consider the set of fully muec~i ,~|e  
n~n~Hv~.  ~nt~r  rng~t-~g A ~~e~ZL~]  V~'I~I L~e .dimension function 
.~ ---- s( A ) -  2n 4- . . . . . . . .  ], ~-he~ ,t~.~A , ~ ~h~ sum of the entries of A. In a major 
~per ,  Valievt [14] proved htbat computing the permanent of an integer 
matrix is an NP-hard problem. One may hope, however, to provide a 
~on~|e  approximation me&od with the help d a thorough analysis d the 
set of pennanen~ values that ~.  
A h~ s n~ze~ diagonal, then d, as defi~ed above, is the cyclomatic 
n,~r  (~r ~nnn ln~ml  d imens ion)  of the dieravh G = G(A-  , . ,  ~ ~ -.~th ad- ,ns,nt ~r , .m. l .a  ,he, w .w v .  ,qkv .  ~ v  i~,,,, v - - ~  ~ . . . . . . . . . .  v , I ,  ~ , , . .  
jacency maL--~x A-  I ,  [4]. We now ask what the spectnnn of permancntal 
values spe~d0Per) looks like for fixed values of d. 
~e {o~owing ~acts are known for matrices A of dimension d: 
(D d + 1 ~< per(A) ~< 2 ~=' + i [4, 9]; 
/ f i t  ~. t~ if per(A) < 2 a- :  ~- ~ ~-~-" . 2 d-~ - , . ,  _~.  per(A) ~< 3× +2 [7]; 
(3). ~d(Per )  contains, as a function of = ~• an exponentially ong con- 
secutive sequence of values, beginning with d + 1 [11, pp. 441-462]. 
Below we give two theorems which represent the backbone of our 
progress towards specib~g the spec~mn. Proois of these "~ . . . . .  "1  
add~on~ resuits a~-  m [8]. We ~-~'v  some ~ac~ involvin~ the 
digraphs G mentioned above and certain associated un~f~-ected graph~ we 
call hog graphs. We sketch the struc~re. 
First, by Jndecomposability, pe~A)> 0 if n > L We discard the case 
n = 1, and we now assume without loss of generality that A has a nonzero 
~gonaL One may show that per(A)ffi 1+the number o|o disjoint cycle 
graph co~~nde~ce under wh~c~h~_ ~. .,__,~ A ~ = per(G); . . . . .  we focus hen~forth 
entire|~- on r~e associated digraphs G-  G(A-  In). 
The digraph G is .~ongly connected [3] In particular, it has a '~_ar, C~e 
basis fl = { ho,..., h d_ t}, in which h o is a simple cycle, and the h~, j > 0, are 
simple patl~ (or simple cycl,~ in w~ch case there is a single end or 
attachment point) who~ endpoints are cont~i:ned in U~< ~h~. Here d is 
independent of the choice of fl, ~ad equals the cyclomatic nmnber or 
topo|ogical dimension of G [6]. 
Our f~L ~.heorem expresses a constraint on ~o int  cycle unions of G in 
terms of the ]~nd]e b~ p." 
TREOZe.~_ 1 (F~d le -mpporL  theorem). Let G be a sbvng!y c~-  
nec~ digraph with handle ~ ,8. Then a d~sjoint cycle un~m is de- 
t~w~i~ by t~ hand!~ of p t~t  it connie. 
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We now assoc~te with ~ m .,tmdirected graph, its ha.~J/e order graph or 
hog graph hog(fl). The points o| hog(fl) ~ are the handles h~, j = 0, ..., d - I. 
Handles h~ and h,, i ~ i, in hog(fl) are joined ff an endpoint of either handle 
is interior to the ¢~ther. ~Iog graphs can be characterized in a simple way. Let 
the handle basis fl be given. If h is not the zemth handle in fi, then it 
connects to either one or two of the previous handles in ft. 
Oar main result expioits the structure of bog(fl) to yield pennanental 
bounds for ~e v.ndeflying raph G, and hence for the underlying matrix A. 
Let NIS(H) denote the number of independent sets of the undi.-ected 
m'aph H. 
T~sr~ 2 (Independent-set theorem). Let G be a s~mg/~ connected 
d~graph w/th assoc/ated hog graph -~-~. Then NIS(H) >I per(G). 
Theorem 2 can |m exploited to ~ve th~ kinds of v~n~-~ that arise as 
NIS(H) for some ~ H ~ e d  with a graph G. Regarding the topelogical 
dimension d as the governing parameter, we find that the values of ~H)  
lie m ~e exponentia] person of the overall range. ~e  minimum value o~ 
od-t .,~., [.~ second largest cf f~ -- ~,-,.,,,,~-~ The value is 3 × + 2 I t 
(2) above], followed by 3x2 d-3 + 1. Further gaps |ollow as one works down 
~"~'-"~",,..~,- ~c ,-v~:~__~. [7,. m__,. 
We can ~ of a h~ bound arising from ~e handle basis fl as sharp if 
there exists a digraph G with han&e basis ~ such that hog(, fl) and hog(y) are 
isomorphic and per(G)ffi NIS(h~ 7)), The minimum hog bound arises for 
~e~__ph, _K_d~ whi rh  w~ t,~]J the ~teh~t graph and is defined as |oHows: label 
I I  
the d points no).- •, ha-t, and m~e h~ and n~.+ t "  umpmvnt~ . . . . . . .  mr"  _ u~1" - i ~ .u"  ~ - 
and h, and h.~ +o. adjacent [or 0 ~< i ~< d - 3. The minimum bound growth d 
(i 46) d-~ re~-~dts horn the retTortenoe r h~on ~=.ecD ~ ~n~ ~. 
NIS( Ra_s). Both the nmfimum and maximum hog ~,_n& are sharp. 
When a hog graph H is a tree, the hog bound N'IS(H) is always sharp. 
On the other hand, many hog graphs with cycles do not provide sharp 
pennanental bounds. The values of NIS(H) are easy to ~ompute when H is a 
tree (the computation is linear in ~',~e nu:..~r of nodes), but the genera] 
computation of NiS is NT-har. d [13]. 
CnmDpt- t lnnt l lv  , nnr [umnr]~ nn ~r  (G)  mr~a|~ d ]~L~ted USe. It is true 
that our approach always does lead to a bound of some kind. Thus, it is easy. 
to find a han~e basis fi for a ~a_ph G, and gi'..~a ~, one may quicIdy 
compute hog(~). ~ hog(~ fl) is a tree, then one may also qui~ly compute 
NiS~og(fi)). ~ :~ ~, :" "~ ,,,,,-^ ~ then one may at least delete dges unt~ it becomes a 
tree, leading to a weaker bound. Unfortunately, a ~iven digraph G may a~t  
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a number of assoc~ed hog gr~plas. It is not dear whether a mint kdormative 
~or reasonably ~formative) hog graph can be found ha poIyno~al time. 
Moving" ~rom ~e pe~nanen~ pro'Diem to the ~S problem s~ms to .... '~ "~ 
one _NP-hard prob|em ~ another NT-hard problem. Many hog bounds are 
not ~,  but these hog ~unds may equal other hog bounds which are 
sharp. Experimental ev-~dence for values d d < 10 leads us to conjecture that 
values of per (G)  ~ g  ~ ~ . . . . . .  " ' :  ~A~, .~,~ range defined by the hog bounds 
are in fact limited to the values of those bounds. 
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REPORT 
LOWER BOUNDS FOR u~D~ A~J~rr~ 
by STEPHEN PIERCE ss 
L No~ and In tn~d~ 
All matrices, unless pecified, will be n x n Hennitian. Let C. be the set 
of all corrshtion ma~ric~ss, i.e. all positive senfidefinite matrices A with 
a .  ffi 1, i = l , . . . ,n .  Asa~ case, let Y. --- (n/ .  - ] . ) / (n -  DEC. ,  where 
all entries in ]. __are 1. Note that det(¥.)=0. By [IAii, we refer to the 
Frobenim norm of A. For ~nveRieace, we set 
A ffi Z laol ~. 
Thus, if A ~ C,, A is a function d the eigenvahes of A. 
For a a subset of (1,... ,  n }, [a[ = k, A[a] is the k )< k principal subma- 
trix in rows and cvlumns indexed by a, and A(a) is the (n -k )x (n -k )  
complementary princit.,~i submatrix. The pennsn_en_t o_~ a ~ matrix is 
~Es. 
For X a character of a subgroup G c S., let 
JGI A I _ ~ . . [ . . ' t I - [ . .  
oEG 
be t_be ~ l tz~d maa~ functen (g.m.f.) associated with X ~d G. 
If G •S,,  just write d x. Obviously, permanent and determinant are 
special cases of d x, co :~nd ing"  ,,.,.h. • ~v~,~-~-y to X ~ i and X = sgn. The 
pemmnen$ conSe~fe statm that if A is pc~-ifive sernidefinite, then 
d (a } <_ x(..'d) A (1) 
for any g.m.f, dx c. Note that equah'ty holds in (i) t~ A B diagonal. 
~I :~~ent  cf Mo~emo.~,~wl S~I~,  San Diego State Uaive~i~, San Dido, Cah~ra~ 
92182. 
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Se-~ra] cases of the permanent conjecture have been proved. We list a 
few such cases he~. 
:~j . . . . . .  . . . . ,  am~ A posit/ve semide~mite, 
perA [a] perA(a) < perA. (9.) 
The left side of (2) corresponds to the g.m.f, for G = Sk × S,_k and X - 1. It 
also follows that if { 1,..., n } is the union of disjoint sets fit,..., fl,, then 
perA >i I '[ perA[g] ,  (3) 
i - ' l  
and ua:- pa~-~c~, 
perA >I an ' "  a . . .  (4) 
C.mme, M~,  and WatkL,~ [_~]- If X is an irreducible character of S~ 
corresponding to a partition of n of the foma (2,...,2,1,..., 1) with at least 
two i's, then the pe..,~..,anen_t coniect-~h-e (I) holds. 
]ames and Liebeck [3]. The same conclusion as above holds ff G ffi S, 
and X corresponds to a partition of the form (a, b, 1,..., 1). 
IL Conjectures and Remlts 
If A is positive semide "hnite and hm a zero row, then equality m (1) is 
obvious. . . . . . . . . .  Thus to study ~e ~m, . :~nt  co ni~ture., we n~---~d ,,,..~"~'" look at 
matrices A ~ C., because all g.m.fo'S are n-'finear in the rows a,ad colthTms. 
This allows, in a sense, "'easier access" to the o;.o.,.,.h,.. O| A. 
Now suppose we ate given an n, a subgroup G of S., and a character ,,
on G. One method of attack is to try to find a function p(~,) [ = P(~z,..., ~,.)] 
of the ~genvalues of A E C. such that for all A ~ C. 
Then try to =uv..~k-",, Lhat. ~nfX~<,- _, _ x(idL.. . which of course by (4) is ~ x(id)perA. 
For example, ff X ~ the character of S. corresponding to the partition 
(~, 1,..., I) of n, thon for A ~ C, we h~ve 
E., 
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where E~ is the ~ elementary, symmetric hmction of the eigenvalues of A. 
H X co.,zesponds to (2,...,2), wb.e~ &~ Are k 2's, then 
++ t'~nes+ crude es'dmat~ often work, particularly if n is large. 
An additional possibility is to try to ob*~.ain a lower bound of the form 
per(A) >~ q(X ), 
for _+all A ~ C.. where q is a suitable function of the ~,~-,,o],,,,~ of A. ~en 
+~JP try to optimize x(id)q(X)- p(~). It is this idm which is the pth~Se ,,+ Om + 
discussion. We there|ore fo_rm._]ate he following: 
MAIN CONIECTUBE. If A ~ C n and n > 2, then 
A 
perA >I 1 + 3 '  (5) 
with ec~~ + hol_din!~, if and only if A = I .  or A m Y~ 4-i,_~, where - 
means to within diagonal unitary similarity, and 4- denotes direct sum. 
We have verified this conjecture only for n = 3 and 4; however, even the 
~-  "-'J[ Xa l~.~ i=~l ,~u l l~ l ,~  t I . I I I ,7~*&IL . IU I ,  q l~ 'qt~ ' rmi l ,  li.',t~+,It.,ksk..v,~l.P,* 
T.+, ,=+--  +e a = C..+.1'.--.. .ii. ~m,m+ll,t',,+m.lme.a.v+,l-e .m.,~ ,+r,. ~ ~-~ 
!!A!!" ,^ ,  
porA ~ ~ .  toj 
n 
The inequality (6) is verified as |oHows. Res~ct he -'~'~""'o - • - - ,  ta r J  
in (3) to those sang  [fl~[ ffi 4, except |or ~ ~ ~ - 1. For each such parUtion 
of n, replace every term perA[fl~] with the lower bound given by the main 
conjecture (5). Then average these new ineq ~u,dities over ~ such partitions. 
.a~er a ca.~.~.x] counq~ng argument, (6) foh'ows. We can use (6) to verify the 
permanent con|~ture for the chamcte~ v n~ .~ ~ ~ n ~  ~ ~__ ,~~ 
of the form ($,...,2,1), but for X corresponding to a partition of ~e  ~ 
($, ,2) ~ve need the stronger main cx~n|ec~rc t~ • • • ~, . ' I  o 
A 
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We v~ see that we can reduce the permanent con|ec~tre to the case that 
= ~ ~ . . . .~__ . .  i ~ vroof of  our ~_am cen]e¢~ that f (A )~ 0 wo~ 
show ~t  for sing~_~ A ~ C., perA > ~. This is a t i~t  fit, since we ~ow 
that per Y, -~ e/~. as n --> oo. We should also note thac ~ A - in, then our  
inecp_~ty on]y gives per], > n, which is a rather poor bound. ~l~m~ (6) 
ap~ to be more useful when the eigenvalues d A are "close together." 
To show f(,4) >i 0, we first note that if n ffi 3, then per A is a function d 
the eigenv~ues of A and therefore 
f(A) + + 3. 
Th'~ it is easy to show that f (A) is positive unless the eigenvalues of A are 
{0, ~, ~ } or ,4 = I3, and this verifies (6) for n = 3. 
Ne~, let A E C n and assume the validi W d (6) for ~ matd~ in C_  i" 
Let A x be the matrix obtai'ned/Tom A by m'M~plying every off-diagonal 
entry in row and colunm i of  A by a real variable x. A simple ea le~us  
" . . . .  "~ - is  a local minimum for f,  then exercise shows that ff A is ...,~,~ble and A ! 
f (A l )  >~ 0. Thus if n -  4, we may asinine that A is singular. When n = 4, 
perA is no longer a hmction d the eigenvalues d A, but we do have 
zn  ,d~ • , ~  
where 
, -  2 
HO~,  for n ---- 4, 
f (A )  ffi 13 - ~E 2 + 2E 3 + 21". (7) 
Since r >i 0, we are tempted from (7) to try to show that f(A~-2F 
(a ~.mction of the eige_n_va]ues of ,4) is no~e~ tire, but this is not t~e; in. 
fact, f (A)  - £F  is smallest when the specLmm d A is {0,0, ~ ~): ~hen 
f (A ) -  2 r  ffi -~ .  Thus we set 
4 
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the sum runnh~g over all 4-eyc|es in $4, and note from the anmmetto.g~"' " -- . . . . .  ,,-. ~:- 
r~e mean inecp.~i W that 2F >i 5: g(A). Since 
~-=3 -~ +Ea+F-g  A)=- ,  
.~  ~. A -~4~ 
we obtain 
g(A)  - 3 -  E~+ E~ + r,  
~d .t,,ou,_m .-'~.~m the two  inequalities 2]" ~ _+_ g (A) ,  we have the fo l lowing two 
lower bound- for 21" in terms d the eigenvalues of A: 
~-r '>6-2E ,+ °~' and " ~" *-" 
£r~X 
"'-u~ms- ~w~m to ~_,b-~.tute . . . . . .  for 21" m (7),_ _ we have two valid lower bounds for 
f (A )  (when A ~ (;4 is singular) in terms of the eigenvalues of A: 
J~A) ~ 19-  ~E~ +4Ee, 
Let the eige-vAi-~ nf A be {0 ~< ~, ~ ~ X 3 ~< k 4 ~ The first estimate for f (A )  
is nonne~tive "~,henovcr 1 < 2~ s< ~, and the second is nonnegative whenever 
< .k~ < 1 v,, o;,~,o,, .~.e¢, ..k_a...1__. the . . . . . . . .  .. one ,~ . , ; ,~  u-.~ estimates are both 0 oniy  when 
h,. = i and A 3 = k 4 ffi a,o in order far___ f (A )  to be zero at this spectrum, we see 
from (7) that F must be zero. Obviously, for 1" to be zero, many oh-diagonal 
entries in A must be zero, and it is easy to check that we mu~-t h~ve 
A = I-]- Ys. 
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~PORT 
]. • M~tchm~ $~bs~~ Derivation and Some Appncations 
by DAN SI-IEMESU z~ 
For the two given matrices A and B, a vector x ~ 0 is a common 
e:'genoec~r ff there ex6~ s~Je=~s a and fi such that 
Denote by ~"  the subspace 
cO_ n - -1  
._,.*" ~ keri, [ A ~, B':]) | | ker([ "k ~" '  
= " " = - a , . ' l ) ,  (~) 
k~!-~! k , l= l  
where n is the size of the square_ matrices A and B and [A, B] is ~e  
commutator AB-  BA. The following theorem is proved in [2]. 
,-A, ~ ~. , ,=nx~, /  posse~S a common e ig~tve ,  c tor  
f f  and onlu i f  ~"  ~ ""~ _ _ tu ]  • 
A vector 0 ~ x e C" is called a common ,~,-e/genvec~r of the matrices 
Alx = ;~x, Asx = hz , . . . ,  Amx - ~x. (3) 
It is also shown in [~] that the matrice~ A, B e M.(C) have a common 
X-eigenvector if and only if 
{0) ,  ~ nk=(A- B). (4) 
We take here auother approach to get such a criterion for any number of 
matric~. 
~F~rcment of Msthematies & Sta~Ues, ~c U~versRy of Calgary, Csl~ry, idbertm Tg~N 
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Given A ~, As,..., A m ~ M,(C), we dd~ne the fo'fiowing two matrices: 
.~ffii Ax 
A~ 
A 
L ~lm-  
and 
i 
iO 0 I 
~ • • 
[ .  o ... 
o 
0 
0 
I 
0 
Lv~.~ is the identity matrix and the two matrices are the same 
~eo Let y ~ a common ei~envector f A and ,6, i.e., there eg, st ~,,/L ~ C" 
t t such that ,~yffiXy and PYf~V-By  writing V as V f [x t ,  x,,...,x~,] t,
x i~C"  for i f f i l ,2 , . . . ,m, one immediately concludes that P{/-/~y and 
#~0 y -  la ,p== to re,,~-~ ~, p 
ta '# 0). Since ~ is also an eigeaveetor f A, we b~ve 
i 
I r . !  r~ l  
which is equivalent to A!x = ~x, A~x ffi ~x,..., Amx = hx. Clearly, if x is a 
common ~nv_~tor  of A i, Ag,..., A,n, then the above y is a common 
eigenvector d ~ ~,,.._d P. So ,~ and/~ have a common eigenvector if and only 
if A l, Ag,..., A M have a common ~,-eigenvector. The next step is to apply 
Theorem 1 to A -~_~nd P and_ interpret he re~t  in terms of thp. indiv~d,m] 
matrices A~, i -  1,2,...,m. 
Observing bat  
r 1 
A"--i -. I 
L 
T ~ r 
i: I 
|1  ". 
i o ® ¢ 
0!  
e 
o 
e 
0 
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' ~ . and I = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  m-  i ,  we  get for k = x, ,o. 
= 
r -  
0 - - .  0 
Ak 
"~m L. 
0 
A~ 
m 
O 
0 
k ~m-Z 
m 0 O 0 
k 0 
O 
~+1 
0 
0 
O 
Thus 
rxi 
I : .  
-0  
means that (A~ ~ " = = -a i+Oxx O, (A~-A~+,)x ,  0, . . .  (here the mdiees are 
in eydie order, i.e. A~+ x -A  t, A,,+~ = ,%,~o.), ~d  since we want this to 
hold for eve~ 1 -- 1,2,..., m-  1 and every k-- 1,2,... we conclude that 
for j = 2 ,3 , . . . ,m,  i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,m,  and k = 1,2,  . . . .  
(5) 
So nk.z, tke~tN, Po]) is the outer direct sta~ of i~ copies of the subspace 
j -~  k - I  
(o) 
the ~o~ov~ng is proved, 
Tnzo~ 2. .~.~ ma~ces AI, A~.,..., A= ~_ M,(C) have a common ~- 
. n ® - ~g~v~r  0 "~and on/~ _~f f0) ~ ~-o.t, ,~- 
L~t t~ eheek ~e subspa~ .Ae for jus~ ~vo matrices i .e . .~ '  ffi 
which saUdies: 
" 0 (i) A~(a~') c .g ,  ~ ffi ~,z, 
(ii) Axx ~- A~x Vx ~ .~'. 
We call ~ .~bs~__n~_ satidying (i) and (ii) a matchi~ s~bsr~ce d ,4: and A~. 
The m~al  one is denoted by Eq(A 1, An). One can characterize Eq(A 1, A~.) 
as the maximal A..-invariant mb__._space_~_ whi_chh IS con ~tained in ker(A 1 -  A~) 
= xer~ I -  A~)ffi N ker((A~- A~)A~).  
k-I  I-0 
(7) 
Now it is cleat that the powers k in (7") can be bv-,m'.ded, ~-~ ,,,,, ,',~* 
n 
Eq(AI, A~-)= n ker(A~- A~). (8) 
k- I  
In connection with the r~t  ~,,~ [ol ¢~,~ ¢,/~ o]~,~.,~ ~ ~ ,~t~._o..~w= ~,  ~, 
n--1 i I P~ ~, . "~ g" • 
--~,~'n( _A.., A... ~ = .1 ~er( . . . .  A, - A ~) ] n n ker~[ . . . .  -~i,~ -~|)"~' • (9 )  
Look/ng back at (6), the subspace .~' there is A = AI~.~Eq(AI, At), sad 
again this ~sp~e ts the maximal m-b~.~ ~.tidying" 
(~') A~(~)c.¢, j= l , -2 , . . . ,m,  
(fi') A~ -- Af  whenever ~ ~ ~¢ sad i, j ffi 1,2,..~, r~. 
So .~' is the maximal matching sub~..ce of A 1, An,... ,  A,,, denoted by 
Eq(A 1, An," ' ,  A,~), and ,~'~ h~-e es~/blished 
~n 
Now ~.~"~ie~g the o~mtors A I~ A~,...: A= to the.h" ~~ia i  mat~g 
~bs~ .~', we get 
o= ~ ' ( I f )  All.a 
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Clearly, ff ~¢ # {0} we have here the ~me operator, so every eigenveetor f
one of these ma~-iees which lies in ~/~ a ~_m_on ~-eigenveetor. Moreover, 
every h-~ordan chain of one of A~, A2,. . . ,  A m contained in ~ is a common 
h- ]~n c~n of ~ o[ them. ~ the other hand, every ~m.mon h-Jordan 
chain of A~, A~,..., A m is contained in .K (the subspa~ spanned by a 
common h-jordan chain i~ a matching one): Th is  gives a characterization f 
Eq(At, A~, . . . ,Am)  via their common Jordan structure, namely: 
Eq(A~, A~.,..., A~) is the subspace spanned by all common h-Jordan chains 
of A;,  A~, . . . ,  Am. 
TA--,,] F ~ .  F~ten_~ of conrad.on h-eigenveetors aad common ,,-ju, aan 
chains ~ ~_ssured only when the field under discussion is algeb~cally closed. 
• ~ A m But matching suos~s  have ~e same me~ing when A,, , . . . ,  
M, (F)  for any field F and the formulae (6)-(I1) are still valid. 
We conclude .w,.:th some applications to maW.x-polynomial theory. The 
ma~ polynomial _P(t)=~'i ±~'~-~!- .o~,~.~ whe~ A~ ~ M,(C)and I= I ,  is 
caned m~,3~,~,,',~, o c: r ~ the degree d P, and n is its size. Given several monic 
ma~ po~y-~o~da~ P , I' ~o,--.,Pm o, -~ s~e n, the vectors Xo, X~,. . . ,x,~_C" 
consist of a "----~-~- .~ . -~~ ~hain o_f P,., P~,~,..., P~ pn3vided that x o ~ 0 
~f i  ~ ¢~/~r~p.(-b~'~ . 0 [or ]ffiO, I , . . . ,~ and - o ........ , . .~,  ~ ..... ,~: ~ .... ,~  = I - I,.~,..., m. (The 
common h-Jordan chains of A~, A~,..., A m mentioned earlier are the com- 
mon h~Jordan eh~ of the matrix polynomials L~(t ) - - t i -A~,  i=  
1,2,..., m.) The /ength of the above jordan chain is v + 1. A scalar ~'o is 
ho-~orda~ chain ~or these polynomials (of length at least I). The leading 
vector, x~, of such a common ho-~ordan chain is a common ~,o-e/genvec~or o~ 
these polynomials. With any monic polynomial P we associate a ~ . . . .  ~---, 
matrix C~ defined by 
0 .I . ] 
• " , t 2) ~= 0 I 
-A  o -A  l . . . .  A._~ 
where P(e ~, = eft ~'- ~t-0- v ' -  1 A, ~. There is a one-to-one correspondence b tween 
the h~or~ c~s  of CF ~d ~e h-Jordan ehaim of the polynomial P (see 
r t " !  
w. . .~  . . . . . . . . .  preserves ~e e igenv~ue aua the. |~n~h nf 
the chain. 
It is proved in [2] that ~o  given monic polynomials of the same size and 
de~'~ have a common eigenva]ue ff and only ff their companion ma_~_'ces 
have a cornn~on eigenvector. It tarns out  that a common ~,  e.~_~ ector of 
corydon raatnees is a common ~-eigenvecter. This  is due to the fact ~at  
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~ ° mat~icc~ Gr, and C~,, (where P, and e~ ~e ~ rc |~o~ under 
consideration) N,,.,.,.,,,.. ---e, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
have the property that 
Cr[.3~x = C~sx  ~p~es Cr, x = Cr, x. 
the existence of common eigenvalues for monic poiynomiais i equiva]ent 
to the ~ence  of common ~-eigenvectors f their common matrices. This, 
by the very same arguments which appear in [2], is valid for any number of 
monic poiynomi~. And the result is: 
T !~o_~ 3. Gi~rt m mon/c ~iunom~a/s Pv P~-,..., Pm of size n and 
degr~ r, these pol~ombTYls have a comnum eig~value if  and only if 
(o). 
the is 
~r of the cmrtmon eigenvalues d ~e ~ve polynomials counted with their 
proper comt~on mulfipl~ties. The last notion is defined in detail in [~], 
where ~mi!~, r-~A~ ~ Wen cA- ": -'~ . . . . .  ' "' • u, me ~ w-~e,~ y  one of polynomi~ 
• • ~ fv  ~ x . . . .  | J  1L  . . . . . .  ts mome. The subspace Eq(~r,,,.,p.,..., t,~.~ ,.~,~ ~ -~ u._~ fnr the- ~--.-~. ,~- 
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_•KM'•IDqP 
Reducible and Completely Reducible 7_~-matrices 
by !E~~ L. ~TUABT u 
In ~e  study of classes of matrices, a natural ~estion is whether the class 
e 
is closed under Lhe formation of positive~integer powers off me c ,~ me~),~rs. 
~-Dep~nent of M~e~laUcs, Umvenity of Sou~ern Misst~ppi, Hattiesb~g, MS 3~.  
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For two of the most hmdamental cl~wes, the nonne~tive matrices and the 
Hermithm msmces, . . . . . . . . .  me answer is rar~-nauve, in general, however, ~!s~$" 
membership of a matrix does not carry over to the powers o~ the matrix. 
ConsequentJy, questions concerning which matrices w i~ a class do have all 
nf their r~'tj've int~er powers within the ela_~ have bee___~_ ac_ti_'ve aro_~_ of 
~ .  In the ~ d - r~e,  attention has ~ ~ " "" - 
~e~ power -d~ ~.~b,~, the PM-ma~rices. Mo~ _~recenOy, interest_ h~ 
dev~o_ned in the subclasses of the 7,- and M-matrices, called ZM-n~tr~ces 
and .~-matr /c~ in analogy to the PM.matrices, which consist of the Z- and 
M-r~ees  all of whose positive-integer powers axe Z- and M-matrices, 
respeetive|y. Ap_~r~ntly, the first paper on this subject is one by Friedland, 
Hers~owit~, a~d Schneider [1]. Their paper is devoted to the structure of 
~-  and ~-n~ces  which satisfy additional irredueibiiity requirements. 
The goal of ~ note is to indicate what I~_~_le i~ kno.wn about ZM- and 
MM-matr~ces when the irreducibility requirement is relaxed. 
A ~M-matfix each d whose positive, odd integer powers is irreducible is 
called a ZME-matr/x. A 7_~-ma~4x each d whc~e positive-odd-integer powers 
is irreducible and each d whw, e positive-even-integer powers is ~%~ble  is 
c~.]]ed a Z__M~~.  • 77.~-mataix (~matr ix )  - '  " ~*~n ~ positive-in- 
teger ~-"~,-~ "~ k~,reducible is eared a ZMA-nm~x (MMA-nmtr/x). A ZM-ma- 
trix (.MM_-matri~) _~aeh of whose positive-integer powers is complete!y reduci- 
ble is called a ZMC-matr/x (MMC, ma~z).  
In the following set diagram, line ~gments denote ~.et ~n ~,tednme.nt. It o~_.n 
be shown [2, Theorem 14.17-] that tor every parallelogram, the set in the 
lowest comer is the inte_rseetion of the sets in ~e two adjacent comers of the 
para]lelo~am: 
/ Z 
 Mff" 
2. ZMEoMat~ea 
In []]~ a process is provided for determining if a given rnatr~ is a 
ZME-rnatr~, and the following two rmdts are proven: 
nr.om~ z.L Let A be a Z~-na~x.  
o 
"~ " o o J • • 7 .  s 
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~m~ ,y ,,~ ~- a ZMF_~T~a~x and some ~ power of A is an M-matrix, then 
A is an h~-n~.  
Tneonv~ 2.2. Let A be an n × n ZM~x.  =!hen A has a real 
• pe, ch~'~ _..~..._L 
< a~ for some ~ ~ n. The ~-m/ue  ~ is ~/e  w/~h i~d .~ a~. Further, 
In [I], it is implied that the positivo~ten-integer powe.~ o| a ZMO-matrix 
t,-e completely reducible. The foHo~g lemn~ which i~ ~,. _,a',,h~h, ~-ger~ .._.~ ._, _is a_ 
cor~nee of a result proven in [~. 
2.3. Let A be a ZMO4nat~. Let m be t~ mul~plic~t~ of a~ in 
the spectrum of  A. Let p = m + 1. Then A ~" is an MMC-ma~z with ~ndex of 
reduc~bilit¢ p o~br each ~uve  ~~ r. 
3. Reducible ZM-Ma,~rke~ 
S~,~ pen-mutation ~ ' W  prese.w~ membership in bo~ ~e class oil 
Z-matrices and of M-matrices, and sin~ permutation similarity commutes 
~th  ~e [onnation of powers, the clms~ o[ 7_AI- and .~/M-malrices are closed 
under permutation similarity. Consequently, attention can be reshficted to 
matrices in Frobenius normal, form, that ~, r~c~ --'~'-~-wm~ a~-e '~--~mc~ppe~- . . . .  
triangular with ~ i e  diagond~ bloe~. The |ollowing theorem ~ an 
elementary, result (see [~]). 
Tnv..onFm 3.1o Let A be a Z M ~  in Fmbenim normal, form. Then 
each ~educ~e d~,,,'~d block is a 7.MF_~nua~. Fur&e~, i f  some odd 
of  A is an M.matr~x, then A is an MM-mat~ and each irreducible di~gonal 
block is an M~,~-m~dx. 
While this provides necessary conditions for a matrix to be a ~-matr ix ,  
a .  • 11 
~t clearly does not provme sufficient """ °°" " " """ conmuons, |et alone sumc~en~ con~uons 
wtfich ~ be u~l  to test a g~ven ma~o Fac~pt [or ce~ part~ re~..~ 
the most complete o[ which are given in the following sections, no sufficient 
conditions have been found. 
Just as ZMO-. ZMA-~ and MMA-ma~-ices can be characte~ed as ZM- 
so too is there a ~mikzr cb~acte~t ion  [or ZM~ ~ad M-b~C,.i~-~c~. Re  
char~..cter~tiop~ for ~C~ and ~C-ma~ces  are not an exact parallel to 
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those for ~matr i ces .  If some positive power of A is irreducible, then A 
itself is h-reducible; however, ff some positive power of A ~ e~mp]eteiy 
red,el-hie, it does not follow that A is ~¢t¢ ly  reducible (~-ee the examples 
below). The proofs of the following results can be found in both [2] and [3]. 
T~.o~ 4.1. Let A be an n × n real marx .  The following are equiv- 
alent: 
(i) A is a ZlVlOmatrix ( ?~fMC~nm~x ). 
(ii) There exists a ~mnutaaon matrix P such that PAP t is a direct sum of 
~, ~ ,.. v_~~_~ (MM.A ..ma~r~ces ). 
Oft) A ~ compietdg reducible, ard A ~ a ZM-ma~x ( MM-matri.~ ). 
In Theorem 4.1, eonch'~on (fii) is stated in terms of the cemplete reduei- 
biii W of A; w~c~ ~ _Theorem 2.1, the requirements were merely that 
either some even or some odd ~wer  of A w~ irreducible. The following 
e~,nples how that such a relaxation is not possible for ZMC- and MMC- 
matrices. 
~r~, : .~ .  Let 
and let 
Since M~= I, M is a ZM-m~_~-: for wh'ch every power is comi~,~tely 
reducible. Since N a is the zero matrix, N is not a ZMC-matrix, but N' is an 
MMC-matr~ for every integer > 1. 
L~M~6~ 4.2. Le~ A be a r~ngu lar  MM-ma~x w~h a com~le~e.!~ 
reducible ~oer .  Then A is an MM~~x.  
In the case of a singu~ MM-matr~c, there is probably an analogous re~t  
to Lemma 4.2 which r~s  an ~ res~,'~e~on between zero-eigenvalue 
vertices in the reduced, direeted graph of the m~_t_~. 
8. ZMoMat~ce~ with Index of  Reduci~di~ Two 
The ~p]e~ reducible ~~ which is not ~uc ib le  is a matrix N wi~ 
index o~ reduc~~ ~vo. T~o~out  ~ section, N ~l l  ~ such ~ mat~_~c. 
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Suppose that N "has Fmbenim normal form: 
where A and B are square, Lrreducible nm~ces. Suppose further that A and 
B are ZM~matr i~s.  Let the specuum of A be. given by a t < a~ < - . -  and 
tk~t of B by fii < fl, <o . .  " "~" -  = x-,-~,~ a,  +or ~ A is I x  l, and ..,~-em 
fi~ = + ~o ff B is 1 × 1). It is known that there is a strictly positive igenveetor 
corresponding eigenv~ue ~at r_ .~. .  ~... ~ I~__~ k~ 
such a column eitenvector, For B, let f i  lie such a row eilenvector, It is also 
known that a ZME-matrix is dia~ov~izab!e, and_ ~n.  _~nt ly ,  that there is a 
full set of linearly independent eigenvectors for a ZME-matdx. Choose a set 
of independent cob.unn eigenvectors for A which includes e x, and label them 
as e t, e,, . . . .  Similarly, choose a set of independent row eigem, ectors for B 
which includes ft, and I~be! t_hem _as_ ~, ~, ... .  The proofs of the following 
results can be found in k.,~l, rm sad r~l i J u~ t~ l  t -z i .  
Tsr_~~ 5.2. Let N be a ~,x  w#th Frobvni~ nomml form g~.~ b~ 
(5.1). Suppose A and B are ZME-matr~es with spectra nd eigenvec~rs a
above. 
(i) I f  at + Bt < O, thm N is a ZM-mat~ if  and only i f  X = O. That ~, N 
is a ZM-nm~x i f  and only i f  N is permutation-am~lar to Ae  B. 
(ii) ly min{al,#,} >~max{lad, l#d} and ff at+#t>~0, then N i:s a 
Z M ~  ff and on/it i f  X = ce~ f~ whe~ c >t 0. 
f~) i f  min{~,#,} <a~ax(i~A '~l~'tu'" a~ ff a~+#~o,  then N ~ a 
ZM-matr~ only i f  X ffi ce~ + Y who's_ c ~ 0 and where Y ~ in the span of 
There ~ways ~ ~ ma~es  Y such that N is a ZM-ma~x. 
Tr~o~a~ 5.3. L~ N be a ma~,.~x with Frobenius normal form gi~n u~L- 
(5.1). ~ ~  A a~ B aye MM.A-mat~es with s~ctra and eigenvc~rs as 
X = ce~f~ where c ~ O. 
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(u) If mm{~s,~} < rnax{a~,,e~}, then N ~, an ,~.M~~x onl~ ~J 
X : ce~fx + Zz wb.e~e c ~ 0 and wh~e Y i~s ~:~ ,: ,  ~en o f  
{ e~: (i, j)  * (1,1) and max{ a,,,8t } < max{ at, fl,} }. 
71~%~e always ~t  ~ raatrices Y such that N is a MM-ma~x. 
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REPORT 
ON THE EXISTENCE OF E-FUNCTIONS COVERED BY CERTAIN 
BOOLEAN FUNCTIONS ~s 
by E. Eo UNDERWOOD ~ 
¥ 
~.  In.duel.on 
Let B ~ {0,1} be the usual two~ement Boo|ean algebra, and let Z~ be 
the fipJte f~dd raod~o ~. A finite ~eaee of ~r~ and on~ (n-tuphs) may 
be that  of as b~agiag to either B n or Z~. A Boolean hmctioa ~ in n 
variables is a mapp~g from B n to B (f :  B n ~ B). Boo]~ ftmefioas may 
~ be ~ought of ~ f~ui~ns from Z~ to Z a, i.e., if x ~ B n ant] f (x )~ y, 
where y ~ 0 or 1, then f as a function f:  Zf ~ Z a will also have f (x)= y. 
~ro~out  ~ ~r  we w~ fredy ~k  of the n-tepies ~d the Boolean 
~un~om in both ways. We will call Je(y)= {xi~z)= 1} the h~gh domain 
o~ £ and .~( f )= {xl~x)~0} the low domain of y. We will use " . "  
(or ju~tal~fion) and "+"  as notation for "and'" and "or" ~t~ve ly  in 
B". " l~  same symbols v~ be used for vector addition and scalar multi~- 
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eat/on in Z~. The context will usually remove the ambiguity; if not, ap- 
h~ digital-decuronics ircuit design, F_,hnciioas can be inter~ro~ed ~s 
individual g~tes, ~Ibeit perhaps multip!e input gates. E-hnctiom are of 
special interest because they have what e|~nics engineers call great "'logic 
power," i.e., ~( f )  h~s e.~linality I~( f ) !  = 9--~. H a Boolean f~metion f is 
~ach that I.~(f)l>~ 2"- i  and ff g is an F..-hmction where 3~(g)_..~'(f), 
then a ~~e.ant  ~,~2on d the synthesized c:wcuit can be realized with a 
single gate corresponding to the ~et /on  g. The results pmmnted in ~s  
paper arose out of our inve.~g~t/cm regarding the use of exclusive-or gates in 
di~/tal-ck, tuit d~gn.  
2. Preliminarg Remits 
Let f and g be Boolean hnetiom in n variables, and let S _ B". We will 
say that f mvors g iff ~ ' (g )_  ~¢'(f), and we will say that f covers S/fl  
S_  o~'(f). We will use f for the "complement" d f ,  i.e. f(x)•g iff 
f(x)ffi g', where O'ffi I and l'ffiO. Note that fcovers g iff g' covers f .  
Let b - (bvb~, ba,..., b,) ¢ B"; we will use the convention that the 
variable X, (some~mes called ]fteral) will always be associated with the ~th 
component o| b. 
~m~og.  Let f:  B" --, B. Then f will be called an exor function iH 
f~0  or 
.m 
• oo~Xj= E ®xj,, 
I - -1  
whcee • doaotes the ¢xdusive~r operator and m ¢ g+; g will be c~Hed a
nexor hmction if g' is an exor timer/on. Any function ~ ich  is either an exor 
funet/on or a nexor hn~on win be cs|h~d an F_,~mc~n. We will see hter 
• 1 that it is ~ven ient  o mc~:,xle the zero hm~on ~d individual ~terals in our 
defini~on of exor functions. 
T~o lu~.  Let f :  B n --~ B, w~ce f is the e~ ' f cnc~ Z ®"~X ar~ 
f~0.  A~o~bEB n. 
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f 'N_~_~.~_~_T _~ ~ ~ 
~ ~t .~'~rt  .~t -~t  -~ '~z~ ~,  
_.~ 
• , j  j .  , , i  " '~  ~ ~"~-" ¢ ' .~  j~ '~,~. . ,~ . - , *  t .~ i . l ,~ , ,~  ~N, ,  , . -  
- ( .  ) 
f (b )  = 1 i f f  ~,~ " 2) ~-- b~,-=~,mod ~ biff i0 i nZ  ~ -9. • 
i - - I  
R 
• ,~ "~m use i for the vector of a~ l's and 0 for the zer~ 
vector m Z~. Let A be an n × m matrix over Z~; ~vn Lhe ~qpaco i A is 
~(A)ffi {x ~ Z[iAx ~0 or &x- i} .  
T~~.  ~(._A_) is a sub~ce of  Z~, and i f  ~'( A ) ~ ~,  where ~ is 
the nude  o f  A, then [~(A):  ~ , ]  = ~ " . . . .  "--1 • 
Trm_o~ La  f be a ~ lean  funct~ f :  B" - ,  B. T~-~ f is an exor 
funcaon_ ~ '~ is a linear ~ ~~ . . . . . . .  -" yu ma~ on Z.~, ¢ o functions are the ~'JJ J . . . .  , ~1~ 
dual s r~ of Z~° 
No~.  ~ A ~ ..~,~ ..,~,,,~-~A-~ w. x  re~sentation for some E-function, 
~.e., A -= I f ] .  i f  f is an exor function, or A ffi I f ] ,  i f  f is a nex~ func~,~n. In 
tb~ first ~r~nce  x ~ J f f ( f )  i f f  Ax ffi i (xW ffi i), and in the second instance 
x ~-~'(f)  ~--ss ~-~,"---0- (xW-o).- Note that any binary n-tuple can be 
thought o f  as an exor function ~n ~ "~"" o ~..~). The cardinality o f  the h'w_h 
domain o f  any nonzew E-function m n ~mr~abies is 2 n- x. 
3. Main Resmits 
T~w~o~.  Let f :  B" -~ -~, where !~( f ) l  ffi 2 n - n. ~ f will alw~/s 
covoor some E-funcaon. 
In distal  design the elements of the l~gh dor~ '0in of a Boolean function 
are said to be "asserted high." The above theorem te~ us that if a Beoiean 
flmetion has at Ie~t $~-n  terms wh~eF, ~r~ ,~zvaed ~g~, then more than 
b~!f of them (2 n- l) can always be covered by ~ Kugle gate. 
Tr~o~.  I f  A ~ n × n over Z~ (n > I) with d~nct  ,~ws a ,d  tb~ 
e~'~ a po~ve integer m such that £=- i < n ~ 2 '~, then dim 8(A)  ~< n- -  m. 
COnOLL~Y. I f  f iS any ~/~n func~ u~th n inputs, n > 1, and 
l~( f ) j - -  2 ~ - n aM 2 m-~ < n ~ 2 ~ f~ ~ m, t~ th~.e e_'~t 2 k -  1 
~r~o F~f~nct~,  for ~ k (0 < k <~ n - m ), which are covered b~ f. 
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C~ !.~t theo~m gives m a nec~.~ condition for a set of 2"- l  v~tors 
~ 7._ ~ tn h~. th~ high damaJn of some E-~ction. Any Boolean hmction fcan 
be thought d as having a high domain with at least 2"- ~- elements, for ~ ~.oL 
~'~ea we can consider f and use an inve~er. This theorem wW be ~ in 
~o iean reduction when using ~os  and N~XOR gates " - -~"  ~mcmomg mui~'ple- 
Tny~SEM. Let f be a r ~  E-fim~.~'ti..~.. on Z.~. Then the sum o f  all ~J- - 
vectors ~n YY( f ) is the zero vector. 
An unabbreviated version of ~ds report, which mc|ud~ proofs of the 
above theorems, references, mid some additional theorems, will be submi~ 
to another jo~ for pu~tication. 
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